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The nineteenth emtiirf 1a Xnlia saw a period of 
tremendous change and setiHtjr throughout the country. lf» 
British impact war felt la almost all area* like education, 
administration* agriculture, economy and polities, It was 
disruptive with respect to ths old socio*economlc and 
political order, tfeverthalasa it had s progressive effect 
in that the ancient sluggish end unchanging order, was shaken 
for the first time in the history of the country.

The British BaJ effected the different segment* of 
Indian society in a different manner and hence was bound to 
evoke different and evan contradictory responses from then. 
The range of responses was vary vide indeed, it included from 
hostility to sppessament of the new rulers and the scheme of 
thin a* It also was varied with respect to the old order. The 
administrative end educational policies of the British had 
von over the urban boned high caste groups. They prospered 
under the British raj and provided native leadership in the 
intellectual and professional field and were responsible for 
what Is called "renaissance" in the country,*

Brior to the establishment of British rule in 
Maharashtra, for centuries together social set up of Mahara
shtra ramalnad stable and static. Put when the British rule 
was established English education and the western ideas which 
flowed with it there saergad many waves of transformation at 
ell levels in the social life of Maharashtra,
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Increasing contacts with the dynamic west# western 
philosophy and sciences and the pattsrn of British political 
institutions gradually mads the benumbed* Indian society 
conscious of the need for reform la all sphere. n»a shape of 
things, political stability and occasional official encoura
gement \ma«r the British helped individual social rebels to 
initiat* and organise reforms which ultimately changed the 
face of Indie by the turn of the 19th centucy.*

Especially in Maharashtra the transfer of power is 
mazfcsd by ths social awakening among the people, "he intro
duction of modem education by the British was on event of a 
great historical significance* which supplied potent stimulus 
for all round awakening. Moreover, the fierce attacks of the 
Christian missionaries on Indian religions and social evils 
served eventually to rouse the Indian people from their 
slumber, and made them aware of their own backwardness and 
degeneration.* than human minds are stirved by new ideas,

esociety can not remain static.9 Bo as logical sequel to the 
various stimulating forces, there dawned during the first 
half of the 19th century a new cars of social reform in 
Maharashtra.

Inspiration for social reform did not come from one 
single source but It wee supolled by a number of forces like 
western education* British administrative reforms, the 
changed social and cultural policy of the British government 
and its acceptance of a definite social policy for India,
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activities of the Christies ales lotteries, the indigenous
forces, the press and the superior culture of the vast etc.
Is other nerds, the spirit of refers was engendered by the
interaction of different forces, both indigenous end

6foreign, in our society.

This was the period, when Bel Shastri Jaobhekar 
verted for the salvation of his own people, tWioso we know 
this period which helped to develop his personality, it will 
not be possible for ary one to comprehend his varied and 
multifaceted activities in the renalaeance period of .Maha
rashtra, Therefore, it is intended here to analyse the 
various factors responsible for ushering in a new era of 
social referm In Maharashtra,

British Administration t

British systes of administration is one of the
Important gifts of the British rule. Through administration

ethy Introduced a iranfeer of changes in the country.

In 1T73# the British Parliament passed the Regu
lating Act in order to bring about reforms in the Indian 
administration and put m on and to the problems crested by
the Dual system of government of lord Clive, This Act 
provided that company's government should exercise the 
legislative, judicial and executive functions of the state* 
Through this the foundations of a new system of government 
were laid, under this Act, warren Hastings intend*
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successfully Judicial and a»n«ielat reforms with greater 
success* But In all hit administrative measures ha gave » 
pisea of trust and Importance to the Indians #®

Cornwallis improved upon the administrative reforms

of warren Hastings* He Introduced the theory of separation of

power by asperating the administration of revenue fro® the

administration of justice* HU judicial reforms took final
shape in 1T93 and were embodied in the Cornwallis code* Hie
police reforms# commercial reforms and his efforts to supress
bribery# corruption and evils of private trade went e long
way in improving Indian administration* Cornwallis tried to
put into practice the administrative machinery planned by
Pitt** Indie Act of 1794* The system aimed at perpetuation
of British rule over India and the exploitation of Indie for
the benefit of its rulers* his produced demoralising effect 

«
on the Indians*

In the first half of the 19th century# it was william 
Sentick (1928-33) who was responsible for bringin ; about far 
reaching social and educational reforms* Benticft was liberal 
minded and sympathetic towards the Indiana* It was at his

•v.

instance that the character Act of 1933 tried to undo what 
(fernwellU had done* by stating that Indians should not be 
prohibited from holding any office because of race and colour* 
But in reality this did not mean much and Indians continued 
to be occluded from hi h offices» He was the person# who 
Abolished sati, infanticide and suppressed Thugl. He also
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introduced certain judicial reforms to improve upon th« 
aystarn of Oorawallls# Ha vea alao responsible for adopting 
helpful attitude in granting freedom of the Preea* Hia other 
outstanding administrative reform which produced a far* 
ranching affaet on Indian Ufa was tha introduction of 
western system of education through the medium of t5ngliah.*°

In Maharashtra# when the Sritiah established their 
control in 1919# they not only restored peace and ordar but 
along with that Introduced apt administrative rrachinary* It 
was Mounts tuart Eiphlnstone# an tide adniniatretor# who laid 
tha foundation of British power in Maharashtra* T*iile looking 
after the British administration in Maharashtra, ^lohlnstone 
formulated a policy that would serve the purpose of both his 
government ana me peopxe* ne as a atateaman# a rr*eno or the 
Indians# was aenaitlva to the needs and attitudes of hia age* 
Therefore# while administering he followed apt policies for 
a slow and peaceful transformation without disturbing the 
social and economic Institutions of the people* Ho accepted 
the desirability of Improvement and the Introduction of 
western ideas and valuee# but at the same time# he wen also 
convinced of the value of the traditional institutions 
He was deeply interested in the education of tha masses and 
with this view he encouraged the foundation of the Bombay 
Native school Book and School Society (August 1922)* After 
filphlnstone. Sir John Malcolm (1927*90) also followed the 
same liberal policy in Maharashtra* In this way# in the first 
half of the 19th century# the British administrators were
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mostly liberal and were also aware of the under currents 
below tho apparently stagnant surface of the society, because 
of which they enforced gradual measures of reform and a typo 
to suit Indian conditions*

WMtifB Education »

After the establishment of British rule in Mahara
shtra, the introduction of western education was an event 
of great historical significance* English education# supplied 
a potent stimulus for all round amkoiing not only in Maha- 
raahtra but in India in the 19th century* Before 1913, the 
missionaries with the object of proselytising# endeavoured to 
spread western education* But while Imparting western
education# they criticised Hindu customs and institutions as

Ifworthless and on to lied the merits of Christianity*

the aat India Company did not favour the missio
naries, as their teaching* antagonised the Hindus* In 1813, 
the B«it India Company accepted the responsibility of 
educating the Indians, The debates and controversies between 
the Anglicists and the Orientalists started over the content 
of education and medium of instruction* Ultimately the

t*Anglicists own* *

Mountotuart dphinstona# the first Governor of Bombay 
’’residency (1819*1837> restored peace and order in Bombay 
Presidency by meane of rare tact and wise administration*
Bide by side he began to devise means for the improvement of
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the «tol« ateiniitratloii* The iwv Ofd«r required new
n3 educational reargenls at ion v» one of the 

main subjects that received hie earnest «t tent ion. He wee 
deoply interested in the education of the masses* Hie 
considered vise on new education was that* weatera knewledgs 
must and could he successfully imparted to the natives of 
tha country through ths medium of their own vernaculars* 
and that instead of encouraging a wholesale English education 
among the people* it could he wise to teach the fkigliah 
language and literature to the select few# iho would then 
successfully comunicate wsstarn knowledge of every kind to 
their ignorant countrymen* *nd with this view he encouraged 
the foundation of ths Bombay native School Book and School 
Society in August 1832* fhs society opened s few vernacular 
schools of new type In the island of Beofeey and elsewhere 
and its first English school was started in July 1824***

The society's csntral school in Bombay proved more successful 
and r«a*ined the principal ovaraaent higtiscbool.1* 'lien the 

Bombay Native Education Society undertook the task of 
translating sciences and philosophise in the vernacular. In 
1825# teaching off English was introduced in the Hindu Collage#
Wll#

In this way# though tha island of Bombay had baas 
undar the East India company's rule for long# it began to 
receive the impact of formal mm tern Education on&y 
after the appointment of ttountstuart Elphinstoxte as the
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Governor of ttm newly constituted Bombay '’residency is» ISIS*
Ana there is no denying the feet thefc Mountstuart riphitwtone
ieid the foundations of modern education which produced e
renaissance in western male* Especially the educational
institution that perpetuates his name accomplished for
Maharashtra, what the Hindu college did for the Bengal 

larenaissance*

the ^solution of 1839* declaring the promotion of
European literature end ecience among the natives am "the
greet objective of the British government*, gave a greet
impetus to the progress of *m^Uah education in India* 'Hi*

18Bombay Board of Education wee crested in 1840* Sir Erskine 
Perris# who strongly advocated English education* wee 
anointed its President in 1841* Bering his toon of presl* 
dentship from 1843 to 1853* the cumber of English schools 
under the Board*# control nearly doubled and nine privets 
English schools were started in Bombay* The leant Medical 
College was started in 194S, eh sire for Botany and Chemistry 
were instituted in the siphinstone college in the year 1844 
and the English School and the Sanskrit college at ~*ooaa were 
amalgamated in the same year* The Board of Education in Besehey 
worked with * energy and foresights • Because of its efforts the 
cumber of schools and scholars increased and quality ot 
instruction had greatly Improved* There were in Bembey 
Presidency in 1890 tan overment or sided English institutions 
with about 3000 students.*®
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Thus, upto UKV the liberal policies of ^aet India 
Company and tha liberal minded British ateinistrators# tha 
efforts of tha missionaries and progrsssive element* in tha 
society# gave a great impetus to tt»a progress of English 
Education in Maharashtra, If we Hava to choose ona single 
factor which helped more than others in bringing about tha 
great transformation in Maharashtra In the 19th century# wa 
can, without any haaitation# point to the introduction of 
English education# English education and tha western ideas 
which flowed along with it# formed the foundation of all tha 
wonderful progress that we witness In Maharashtra during the 
British rule#

English education brought about greater changes in 
tha minda of the educated Hindus in Maharashtra# It opened 
the flood-gates of the western ideas which almost overwhelmed 
them at the beginning# Centuries together tha Hindus kept 
themselves aloof from the outer world and ware Ignorant of 
the arte and sciences of the west# But a great change came 
over them et the beginning of the 19th century k new 
ideology suddenly bunt fourth tpon the static life# moulded 
for centuries by s fixed sat of religious ideas and social 
conventions. It gave birth to a critical attitude towards 
religion and a spirit of inquiry into tha origin of state and 
society with a view to determining their proper scope and 
functions#30
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lb put it ill a coamf form, the most important 
result of the western education was the replacement of blind 
faith in currant traditions, beliefs and conventions - 
characteristic of the Medieval age* hr « spirit of rationalism 
which seeks to inquire and argue before accepting anything*
The revolt of mind against the tyranny of dogm and traditional 
authorities, beliefs and customs is the first requisite for 
freedemi of thought said conscience which lies at the root of 
progress in social, religious and political spheres of life,** 
In Maharashtra, the rationalising effect of English education 
at first manifested itself more in religious and socle 1 ideas.

The dlsseninatlon of western knowledge m a result 
of the mar education gave a new impetus to the minds of the 
newly educated youth. They had read Butler and Alton, Thomas 
Paine and Voltaire, and were exposed to western ideas of 
rationalism and huaanlsm, in addition, they had to contend 
with Christian missionary, whose avowed aim was to convert, 
end who Indulged in an Indiscriminate attack on Hindu customs 
and practices. Perforce the nso-inteileetuals were obliged to 
turn their attention to an examination of the existing social 
and religious institutions of the Hindus, tihile the new spirit 
of inquiry made this new generation of scholars conscious of 
the general ignorance and the degrading influence of super
stitions around then, it also made then highly resentful of 
the wholesale condemnation of their national life and culture 
by the Christian missionaries and lay the totally prejudiced 
British colonial adalnistrator-historians like James Mill.**
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hats any hold on tha minds of thass mlddia-cloaa intellectuals* 
Though conversion of Christianity did not appeal to than, 
Hinduism in its existing form was equally intolerable* They 
detested tha spectacle of social tyranny venting against the 
nobler impulses of humanity by making invidious distinctions 
between man and man and between man and woman. Besides western 
literature, some of them had also studied the ancient writings 
of the Hindus and vsr# convinced that many of the customs and 
practices that prevailed in their day* sudi as idol worship, 
easte-d istlnctions and prieet*eraft with Its attendant evils* 
had no sanction in the ancient torts, '"hey vers convinced that 
the prevalent obscurantism was responsible for social dege- 
neratlon end the consequent national dacllna* ^ho society had 
to be reformed if the country was to achieve national unity 
and progress .**

These English educated new dees wedded to the 
principle of criticism and enquiry developed new tools of 
analysis for understanding mad assessing the contemporary 
social set npf e new approach to the past end urge for e 
better future.** ibese intellectuals youths of Maharashtra 

helped in bringing about the greet transformation in tha 
social and religious life of Maharashtra in the first half 
of the nineteenth century*

Commenting on the impact of western education on the
nineteenth century Indians Taxkteerth Lawman Shaetri Joshi
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"it* intOT aAneHiOB introduced in the sphere 
of Indian thought the values of Rationalism, 
individualism end the natural equality of men 
irrespective of national or racial differences, 
etlonaliom gave vision to discriminate between 
richt end wrong in the old tradition and employment 
of the scientific aethods in knowing the meaning of 
the universe. The individualism helped in breaking 
the bondenge of the old tradition that hindered the 
development of the individual. The idea of equality 
of man destroyed the old prejudices against the 
cultures of othsr people and broadening and libera
lising the outlook created an inclination towards 
accepting the essence of eli the cultures of the 
world. These values in totality created a secular 
outlook among the Indians •” **

Social Policy and Social Change t

Although the etete of social and cultural degradation 
of India had attracted the attention of the administrators of 
the East Indie Coajpany from the very beginning ana it had been 
felt by eoue of then that they were required to take official 
stage et e not very distent time to remove the social and 
cultural despondency* they were forced to maintain an 
indifferent attitude mainly for two reasons. ?irst* till 1813* 
and move correctly till 1833, the East India Company was
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primarily inttreated is ita trading activities and the 
profits derived iron the revenue administration of the 
territory linear its control - it ruled, but hardly governed, 
secondly, the strong religious basis of Indian society and 
culture dispirited many e reformer- aAainistrator and 
liberal policy* maker of the company, who thought that 
because of their alien origin* culture* religion and atetue 
any attampt on their part to rejuvenate the society might be 

misunderstood by tha paopla of India and even create antago
nism and opposition, bitter and powerful enough, to shake 
even the foundations of the British rule in India, it vm 
mainly because of this reason that* in tha baginning, the But

at proaalyti-
satlon by tha Christian missionaries In Indie with alarm,*®

But the leedera of the British public who surveyed 
the Indian scene in the lete eighteenth century were conscious 
of their responsibilities in India and felt concerned with 
the prOblmas of developing the country.** Especially after 

1813, they took active steps to transform Indian Society and 
culture. Unis followed the rise of new interests and new 
ideas in Brlten during the nineteenth century, the Industrial 
revolution, which had begun in the middle of the 19th century, 
and the consequent growth of industrial capitalism, were fast 
changing sll aspects of British society. The -.rising industrial 
interests wanted to make India a big market for their goods.
This could not be accomplished merely by adhering to the policy
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and moderiilaatioa of Indian society. And so, in the words 
of the historian Thompson and Jarratt.

"the mood and method* of the old brigandage 
were changing into those of modem industrialism 
end capitalism #•**

Science and technology also opened new vistas of 
human progress. The 18th and 19th centuries witnessed a 
great ferment of new ideee in Britain and Europe which 
influenced the British outlook toward# Indian problems, ill 
over Europe, "new attitudes of mind* manners, and morals 
were ©spearing". Hie great french Revolution of 1789 with 
its message of liberty, equality and fraternity generated 
powerful democratic sentiments and unleashed the force of 
modem nationalism, in the realm of thought* the new tread 
was represented by Bacon* lockat, Voltaire# Bsusaeau* Kant, 
Men Smith and Benthmst in the realm of literature by Words
worth, Byron* shellsy and Charles Dickens. The Impact of the 
new thought - the product of the intellectual revolution of 
the 18th century* the french Revolution, and the Industrial 
Revolution - wee naturally felt in India and affected the 
official notions of government.*9

The three outstanding characteristics of the new 
thought were rations lima or faith in reason and science* 
hmsanimn or love of man and confidence In the capacity of nan



to progress, lh« bow currents of thought In Europe came into 
conflict with the old outlook and produced a dash of 
attitudes mug those who determined Indian poller or ran the 
Indian administration. The older attitude known as the 
conservative or tha traditional attitude, vas that of making 
aa few changes in India as possible, Tha early representatives 
of this attitude were warren Heatings and BAmmd Burke and the 
later onaa were the famous officials ihniro, Mafcolm, npbin- 
atone and Metcalfe, The conservatives maintained that Indian 
civilisation was diffarant from European Civilisation hut was 
not necasaarily inferior to it. Many of than respected and 
etoirsd Indian Xhiloeophy and Culture, Sealisin that it 
might be necessary to introduce some western ideas and 
practices, they proposed to introduce them very vary 
cautiously and gradually. Favouring social stability above 
all, they opposed any programme of rapid modernisation. The 
conservative attitude remained influenced in England as wall 
as in India upto tha vary and of British rule, But among the 
policy Makers in Britain It was a gradually diminishing view 
because tha course of trade and events warn showing that tha 
conservative policy did not lead to tha desired expansion of 
trade or provide adequately for the perpetuation of British 
supremacy,*0

By 1800 the conservative attitude wee fast giving 
way to a new attitude which wee sharply critical of Indian 
society and culture, Indian civilisation was condemned as 
static, it was looked down upon with contempt, Indian cue tome
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were considered uncivilised, Indian institutions corrupt «ma 

decadent, and Indian thought narrow and unscientific, iht* 

critical approach was used by moat of tha officials and writers 

and statesman of Britain to justify political and economic 

enslavement of India and to proclaim that it was incapable 

of Improvement end must therefore remain permanently undar 

British tutelage,**

However, e few Bngliehaen, known ae Radicals, went 

beyond this narrow criticism and Imperialistic outlook and 

applied the advanced humanistic and rational thought of tha 

wsst to the Indian situation as they saw it. The doctrine of 

reason led them to believe that India need not always be a 

fallen country for all societies had the capacity to improve 

by following the dictate* of reason and science, "he doctrine 

of humanism led them to desire the Improvement of Indian 

people. The doctrine of progress lad thsm to the conviction 

that Indians were bound to Improve, And so the Radicals, 

representing the better elmnents of British society, desired 

to make Mia a part of the modem progressive world of 
science and tnaanlsm,**

The humanism of these men wai aroused by the social 

injustice of such institutions aa the caste system and 

untoochAbilityr such customs as satl and infanticide and tha 

low status of women in general and of widows in particular. 

Their scientific minds were also outraged by the many super

stitions that gripped the minds of the Indian people and by
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the complete aboence of tlio scientific outlook in tho country, 
To thma* tho answer of India*# ill* appeared to lie in tho 
Introduction of modom woo tom sciences, philosophy and 
literature* In foot* in oil out and rapid modernisation,**

Tho policy of modernising Indian society, ^ culture 

woo also encouraged by tho diriatian aiiilonrioi and religious 
minded persona ouch as william Hbtrforw wd Charles Qramt, 

tho than chairman of tho court of directors of tho Bast India 
company, iho wanted to so rood Christianity in India, Thsy 
supported a progrmnme of woatamisation in tho hope that it 
would eventually load to tho country*a conversion to 
Christianity, Thsy thought that tho light of western knowledge 
would destroy people's faith in their own religions and lead 
than to welcome and aabrace Christianity, They therefor# 
opened modem schools* collages and hospitals in the country!*

Tim« and again the commons postponed policy decision 

for India* fctxt at last* the wind of change started blowing 

end • the Radicals got mi opportunity to influence Indian 
policiaa through James Mill, ona of tha leading Radical 
philoaophera of England* who earna to occupy in 1317 tha very 
important poaition of chief Fkaminer in the office of the 
court of directors* and william Bentick, who was a Radical 
and who beeoae the Govemor^Conerel of Indie in 1339, *lao 
eome of the officials who cams to India in the 1330*a and 
aftar* were deeply influenced by the Radical outlook .** 

Moreover* the altuetion completely changed in favour of
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deciding a definite social policy for India with a deter- 
mlnatlon of Jnplraentlng it after the reforming thigi came 
to powor in England after 1810 and, more so, after the 
Reform* Act of 1811,**

Although the Radicals were profoundly influenced by 
lenthenite doctrine of social refora* still they could not 
have carried out actual reforms* had not the contemporary 
Indira public opinion been favourable* At the time a taction 
of the population lad by Raja Ren Mohan hoy and other like 
minded Indiras* who were conscious of the low crate to nfilcfo 
their country and society had sunk* who were sick of crate 
prejudices and other social evils and who believed that the 
salvation of Indie ley in science and humanism* strongly 
deaandad racial reform*. Even in the spread of western
education some of the racial leaders in India took genuine

Itinterrat*

The changed attitude of the Rest India company* its 
socsptance of the principle of formulating a definite social 
policy for India rad the spread of western education opened 
the high road to European culture for tha masses in India* 
ha reaction t-> thia in India was immediate and strong* Soon 
a aeries of national leadars with deep knowledge of western 
end Indira education and culture emerged* whose supreme task 
in tha early nineteenth century was the defence of the Hindu 
society rad culture from the challenging west* The process 
led in quick stages* to great intellectual and religious
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had the independence of the mind and Integrity of character 

to acknowledge the fact that there was much good in synthe
sising and assimilating the dynamism# scientific learning 

and spirit of rational enquiry of the veet as integral parts 
In our scheme of life without, of course* losing our sense 
of moral values.*®

Christian Missionaries t

India witnessed a reaatfeSble outturnst of Christian 

missionary activities in the first half of the nineteenth 
century,*® 'Hie Christian missionaries were the first to come 

to India. Their flow continued till the last India Company 
started its trade activities in this country, But then the 
East India company- in the initial stage opposed heir 
activities on the ground# anong others, that they w uld 

Interfere with Hindu religion and create difficulties for 
them.®®

But the removal in 1813 of the restrictions which 
had earlier been placed by the last India company on the 
activities and entry of dhriatian miss Iona in India, provided 
am opportunity for intensive missionary activities in the 
whole of Indie.®1 with this the missionaries got a free hand 

in the evangelical, social# educational end other activities 
end spread e net, wide and intricate covering almost all of 
British India mi also the native states.®1
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The missionaries were trained primarily for the worie 

of proaelytle«tion* and they ware Intoned with an intense meal 

of propagating the gospet of Christianity and for converting 

Indiana to their fold, Nevertheless it cannot be daniad that 

tha idaaa and activities of tha missionaries did eventually 

become a vital forca for aoeiai reform in modern India, ihe 

missionaries contributed to it in aavaral ways, They empha

sised the conviction that the spiritual salvation of tha 

Individual waa bound up wit* that of hla community, and that 

tha social and acononle advancement of a community must 

proread simultaneously with its spiritual advance, Thsy 

preached tha doctrina of fatherhood of tod and the Brotherhood 

of Han, Thay established schools and colleges for tha 
education of tha boys and girls, /They initiated the movement 

for abolishing the practice of seti, infanticide and untoucha- 

bllity, Thay worked tor tha uplift of tha backward tribes and 

for tha amelioration of tha womanhood in India, They pioneered 

numerous other movements for the welfare of the poor and 

reedy, They often brought pressure, to bear upon tha Govern

ment in India to abolish inhuman social practices and to 

initiate program as for tha welfare of tha wash and suffer Inga 
in tha society,**

The efforts of tha Christian missionaries to eradi

cate social evils in India though did not always achieve 

immediate success, yet three helped to popularise an ideology 

that was conducive to the growth of humenitarianima in India,
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Their ideal of service inspired many as Indian to undertake 
social reform in an organised manner. Moreover# the fierce 
attacks of the Christian missionaries on Indian religions and 
social evils served eventually to rouse the Indian people 
from their b limber, and made them aware of their own beck* 
vardnesa and degeneration***

The missionaries believed that the human character 
could be quickly and totally transformed by a direct assault 
on tha mind through an aducative process* klso they thought 
it essential to point out the defects in Indian religion and 
society which were responsible, according to then for tha 
poyarty and social stagnation of India. 3n the practice! aide 
their activities attempted to demonstrate faithfully the 
Christian ethics in action* Tha schools# dispense • iea# 
orphanages and lapse clinics ware the manifestations of this 
desire* Thus they constantly and laboriously tried to otpose 
Indian society to new religious mad social beliefs* Thsy also 
started Journals and used them as media for hammering tha 
minds of tha educated Indiana by constantly hi blighting tha 
defects of Hindu religion and way of life and generally 
promoting Christian ideas***

All this created e new intellectual climate in the 
whole of Bombay °residency* There developed a hunger for 
education among tha Indiana as it opened up new opportunities 
for them under British government * The preaching of miss to* 
nariee served to stimulate a spirit of enquiry among the
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Indiana, The missionaries challenged openly the validity of 

the religious philosophies of tho Hindus and decried the 

customs of widowhood* celibacy eati, child aarrlu^ caste* 

idolatory and the numerous superstitions then prevailing 

among tho Hindus, They did not succeed* so much in oradiesting 

these evils* It was not their objective either* However* they 

succeeded in ashing the Hindu custons look ridiculous and 

anachronistic* it wm this challenge thet made them realise 
the store! poverty and the cultural degradation of Hinduism in 

those dsys* commenting on this Jsorgs Smith wrote* "The 

hundred and fifty millions of eaete Hindus still present to 

Christendom cm unbroken front or very little broken apparently* 

Put that it is disintegrating under the combined influence 

of western civilisation and Christian truth* its own leaders 
allow* and their methods of meeting the assault eonfass?**

The net result wm mass conversion of the depressed 

desses and the aboriginals • Sane of the high caste Hindus 

wars also attracted toward# Christianity and they anbraced 
it.4* H»e case of ahriped dheshadri* stba "'admen ji* Hmehandra 

from Bankote in koxflcan etc* stay be instanced here. Though the 

number of converts was not very high still it was sufficient 

to alert the orthodox Hindus as well as the middle class 

intellectuals of Maharashtra* The impact of western education 
in liberating the mind from the bondage of tradition and the 

virulent criticism of Hindu religion and social order by the 

missionarlas together necessitated e through and critical
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review of Hindu tradition and society with the object of 

refoniag it*

In brief* while assessing the progress of social 

reform in Maharashtra* and even in India in the nineteenth 

century* the Importance of the missionaries cannot be 
minimised.4*

Indigenous Forces »

The course of Indian History through the ages is 

replete with numerous instances of social reform movements. 

All religious movements had social refers as their ultimate 

object* Indian society* particularly the Hindu society* 

accepted measures of sods! reform as stages in its evolution 

because all religious preachers and social reformers of this 

country laid strong enphasis on continuity* order* preser

vation of ancient virtues and moral values* and harmonious 

social change by peaceful means * Gradually reliiious tests 

and social tradition supporting revolts against* social and 

religious tyrannies* had taken shape. Actional and observant 

critics as well as individual social rebels in India in all 

ages drew inspiration from such religious and social 

sanctions to controvert the argtssents Justifying a time- 
honoured practice or custom and to show Its futility.44

It was therefore, natural that in the background of 

widespread reliiious and social injustices and vices during 

the eighteenth century there should be strong and eloquent
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demand for refam from all quarters In India* -Ms demand
become stronger* bold and organised for its fulfilment* In
tha beginning of tlia nineteenth century when the political
respite and general s activity provided by tha British* urged
soma people to improve thalr Haas and condition in society*
and ah an tha Impact of tha western domination on Indian
politics and aconosiy »ada than conscious of their subordinate

soand degrading position in diffarant spheres.

Tha aain architects of tha Indian national reawake
ning and social progress ware tha sons of tha sMl* who had bean 
sowed to action by tha prevalent religious and social naladiae« 
They ware fired by a missionary seal due to their perception 
of tha degrading conditions and sufferings of the millions.
Their awareness of the superiority of tha Europeans in 
politics and material life* goaded them constantly to strive 
for reserving diffarant social vices and injustices which had 
far long crippled tha spirit and dwarfed tha moral and 
intellectual stature of their countryman* No doubt Christian 
missionary activities, western education and contact* and 
British democratic principles enabled them to fix up thalr 
objectives and decide their lines of action* their strong 
desire for social reform was mainly due to their love and 
feeling for their countrymen* The milk of humanity in them 
was abundant end* it gave them strength to fight in most 
strenuous situations and against numerous odds for restoring 
social values* standards and welfare, They fou jht for social

5686
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advancement rather then for releasing and tiding the waves 

of e social revolution to success. They were lose ambitious, 

more practical and truely Indian* The pattern of social 

change they envisaged, wee therefore evolutionary and 
abiding,**

All the social reformers in the nineteenth century 

India, ware essentially Indian in their attitudes and 

aspirations. Their revolt against the Hindu society and their 

attempts to purify tha Hindu religion were entirely due to 

their petriotie feelings. Political and economic domination 

of India by the British created in them an impellln i dasire 

to strive for Indian political advance and for that they made 

efforts to introduce certain changes in their religion, at 

least for the sake of their political advantage and social 

comfort, it was mainly for this reason that nineteenth century 

Indian reformers founded the religious organisations which, 

they wanted, should work for re-establishing the "natural 

texture of society* • Hith this view in mind ’bja Sara Mohan ’by 
founded the Atmiya s*bha, and the Srahmo Sabha (later Samaj) 

in Bengal and in the similar manner other social reformers in 

India founded their organisation or samaj In their respective 

regions,

ah the socle! reformers of the nineteenth century 

had considerable grounding in Indian languages and scriptures, 

and moat of them received western education by their own 

efforts, ?helr method of reforming the society was by



organising and sotting op schools and thereby educating the
public and nailing than rational* active and responsible
members in society* accordingly* in tha Bosbay Residency*
tha money and support for tha establishment of tha Floh ins tone
Institution in 1937 came largely from the Indians, ana of tha
early products of this institution and its first Indian
taacher Pandit Bel rengadhar Shastri was tha maker of many

S3a social reformer in western India,**

Hie practical social reform which started with tha 
anti-aeti movement* was tha result of doep study of ths 
religious tents by its agitators. The social reformers like 
Rajs Mohan Boy* ware moved to taka this stand out of their 
conviction created by their study and personal experiences in 
the falsity of religious prescription for the burning of 
widows. In similar manner other social reformers were inspired 
to agitate against Kulinism and Polygamy* They made use of the 
ancient religious literature to justify the cause of widow 
remarriage, with the spread of the desire of emancipation of 
women# social reform in India gathered momentum. For centuries 
education was restricted to only a few in the society* but in 
tha nineteenth century* education became available to the 
masses, Naturally, there was general clamour for educating the 
girls for improved family life and rao-e congenial atmosphere 
at heme for intellectual pursuits, fdueation among woman* at 
the beginning not much encouraged* spread quickly after 1940*s. 
The growth of nationalism and prids in Indian heritage made 
social reform an urgent concern for the progress of the country?*
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No doubt the emergence of these indigene>us forces 
for social, reform wars facilitated by the political stability 
provided by the British, and rapid development of communica
tion system, the actual stimulus for social reform was 
provided by the spread of western education and the activities 
of the Christian missionaries* The missionaries from ths very 
beginning used vernacular languages to propagate their ideas 
and undertook humanitarian activities to enlist local support* 
The Indian social reformers took due from the missionaries 
and fnm the beginning started vernacular newspapers and 
journals, one positive gain of which was the raoid improvement 
of vernacular languages bee id as dissemination of advanced 
knowledge and progressive ideas* Aether in Bengal, Madras or 
Bombay, there wee a mushroom growth of vernacular newspapers
and journals, and a public platform was created everywhere to

S4register protest against social vices and advocate reform*

The the renaissance and beginning of a social
revolution in the first half of the nineteenth century in
Bengal and in other parts of ths country were the result of
s movement for religious and social reform largely indigenous
in character and leadership, thrivlhg in a society in which

uthe leaven of western ideas had began to work*

The Brass *

in modern times, the Prams has become a powerful 
social institution* ’his Is proved by the fact that the °r«as 
has been glorified ss the Fourth pstate* The printing press
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played a big role# In the History of • nunber of peoplae# 
in thsir nations! awakening# in thair Imbibing progressive 
ideas and in tHsir being drawn as active forces into great

mmsocial# political and cultural movesents.

The printing press did not eslst in the pre-Sritish 
period, Plough it was first introduced in India by the 
Portuguese Jesuits as early as in 1597 A,!>, to print Christian 
literature* it because a real social force influencing the 
life of the pesple in India only in the first quarter of the 
nineteenth century. The introduction of printing prase in 
Indie was in event of revolutionary significance in the life

nof Indian people,9' In the first part of the nineteenth 
century# the western educated dess made full us® of the 
?ress to foster the renaecent ferment* The missionaries 
contributed much to the development of Indian nresa, "Saebad 
Kaumudl# a Bengali weekly published in 1921# played an 
important role in Bengal Renaissance, Through this paper# 
lam Mohan Roy condemned the custom of Sati and wrote other 
articles concerning social and religious reforms.

In Bombay Presidency# the first printing o-ess was 
started by the Beet India Company in the year 1994, Then in 
the year 1799# the first paoer# the weekly "Bombay Herald" 
appeared. Then come "Bombay Courier" in 1790 and the Bombay 
iesetted in 1791, Later on The Bombay Gasette was analgsmated 
with the Bombay Herald in the year 1792,*®



Unfortunately, up to the decline of the Peshwa
reglma, tha people in Maharashtra showed utmost litharoioal
attitude towards the Press, But after the establishnent of
.British rule end introduction of was tern education, the

middle-class English educated intellectuals in Maharashtra
realised the Importance of newspapers and Journals in the
process of social awakening, *s a result, the first Anglo-
vernacular newspaper - "The Bombay thtrpun* - published in
1832 by Bel Shastri Jambhe*ar? the great pioneer reformer of
western India in the first half of the nineteenth century.
He started this paper to promote the study of European
litersture and the so read of European knowledge among the
natives. Then Bhau Mahajan began his "Prstohakar** weekly in
1340, Belshastri Uambhakar started "blg-bunhanf* in 1842 end
*Dnanodaya* wee started in the same year by the missionaries.
*The Jnan-Prakash * wee started in Poona in 1949, and was
followed by *Vicharlaheri• (18S2 >, •Vartamtndipika •< 1834 > end
*Xnduprakash* (1362) in Bombay, *11 these efforts in the
first half of the nineteenth century laid the broad foundation
of tarathi Journalism in Maharashtra. Hot only this but all
the newspapers and magasinae of the period also had taken to
bitter criticism of twisting social evils and educate the

sopublic opinion in favour of social reform. in a sense, 
this factor also helped the spirit of reform in the society,

in the first half of the nineteenth century in 
Maharashtra the social leaders like fal Shastri Jombhekar,
Bhau Mahajan and others used this media as a powerful weapon
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tor public education. Balshastrl made herculean efforts 

through hie paper • Bombay ru*pun - for the spread of modern 
knowledge amongst his own natives and tn wake then aware of 

the changing conditions and needs of the period, through it. 
he welcomed the use of items Boat by hie natives* spread of 

western knowledge and such other modem concepts of that 
period* useful for the progress and development of the 
society* 'through thirpun he made hie earnest efforts for the 
overall mental awakening and advancement of hie people. In 
educating the people from social* religious and educational 

points of view* he edited this paper with utmost devotion and 
honesty.

The press discussed freely the problem of religion* 
social customs and education, h general consciousness was 
being created. In brief it can be stated that the Indian 

Press played an important role in spreading the Renaissance 
movement

In general it can be said that due to the impact of 

the west* the administrative reforms effected throughout the 
country by British government and the changed social and 
cultural policy of the British government and Its acceptance 
of a definite social policy for India* the modern education* 
the activities of the Christian missionaries* the emergence 
of indigenous forces* the Press and the superior culture of 
the west with which the educated Indians came into contact 
in their day to day life* made the intellectuals ponder over
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their o«a traditions, cue to** and beliefs, and on finding 
out that they were lacking in force and vitality and 
completely unsuitable to the nav exigencies, started thin*Inc 
in terns of reform in the light of nev ideas,

English education had given then the nev values- 
rationslity, equality and human brotherhood. In the light of 
these# they began to examine their ova traditions and belisfs, 
Christian missionaries had constantly posed the challenge of 
conversion and it vaa to be faced, Particularly the criticism 
by the missionaries of the irrational traditions and super
stitions, then prevalent among the Hindus, had given them an 
impetus to fresh thinking on the subject, %d the objective 
changes in the socio-economic and political environment 
together necessitated a thorough and critical reviev of Hindu 
tradition and society with the Objset of reforming it,®*

The cumulative effect of all this ves a ferment vMcb 
expressed itself in the form of efforts of the reformers in 
Maharashtra,®* The most abiding influence on the earliest 

groups of social reformers in eastern Indie vas that of Bel 
Gangadhar Shastrl (1912-1946), a graduate of the Iphinstone 
Institution and its first Indian teacher, Bel 3h*stri 
advocated vidov remarriage^ liberalisation of caste restrictions, 
readmission of converts to Hindu society. His Mumbai Durpun 
( Bombay Durpun) was the first veekly in western India to
champion the cause of social reform vith the object of

64preserving the Hindu religion. Many of the reformers of
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vestera India like lhau Mahajaa* r»«3obs Pandurani, Pr.Bhau 
oaji Lad* ^cof.Karunana etthatra* Dadahttal Naoroji ate. to 

mention only a tear vara Ilia students or inspired by hit 

sample*

Ml toe social reformers of this period* including 

Bal Shastri Jambhekar vara convinced that stare official 
enactments and ceremonial breaking of existing local cuatome 
would not bring about social change* 'They# therefore* 

established schools* fomnad ptblic associations* organised 
public meetings and started newspapers and magazines to focus 
public attention on toe need for social ratoms* 'The newspapers 
of tola pariod like Boobay Durpun, ^rabhakar* vicharltoari* 
vartamandipika and Xnduprakssh had taken to bitter criticism
of existing social evila and to educate the public opinion ih

6$favour of social reform.
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